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Introduction

The motet  field control is a thyristor controlBed  power supply intended
for use as an adjustable exciter for highly inductive loads. Its primary
use is as a motor field supply for use in systems which require operation
in the constant horsepower region where the armature voltage is maintained
constant and the field is varied. The crossover circuitry that achieves
this type of control is an integral portion of this sub-assembly.

The control circuitry includes a current regulator that will reduce the
effects of field heating.

An alternate mode of operation is available that permits adjusting the
output current (field current) with an external programming signal.

Another separate but related function is the "tachometer monitor" function
which is used to reduce the possibilities of overspeed in the event of
tachometer circuitry malfunctions, tachometer misconnections,  or regulator
misoperation.

Due to the flexibility of the circuit, it is necessary to check the elemen-
tary diagram of this sub-assembly with the elementary diagram of the system
to determine the intended mode of operation. Some of the adjustment
potentiometers may not be operative in some of the modes of operation.

Certain of the output points on the terminal board are not committed and
they may be connected to various points in the circuit so referring to the
actual unit and checking it with the various elementary diagrams is essential.

General Description

The input power terminals are at the top of the three fuses and should be
connected to a proper source of three-phase alternating current. The nominal
input voltage is as follows:

Sub-Assembly
331X456AAGOl

Card No. Input Voltage Output Voltage
193X523ABG03 230V 150

Amps
10113

GO2 GO4 46ov 300 10/13
603 GO5 230V 150 22125

GO6 46ov 300 22125

Groups 2 and 4 may also be used at 230V. Range changing taps are provided
to scale the crossover voltage properly for either 24OV or 500V on each group.

The circuit is not phase sequence sensitive.



The circuits are designed for 50 r&z/60 Hz. If the input frequency i8 60 liz*
there should be a jumper between ZA and ZB. This jumper should be removed
for 50 Hz operation.

The field output terminals- are Fl end F2 and are located just below the fuse
block with Fl being positive. The des%gnations  I?1 and FZ are stamped on the
printed circuit board for easy identification.

The output is achieved by "2/3 wave" rectification and controlled by a singl(r
thyristor. Therefore, the nominal maximum output voltage is 150V or 3OOV
depending on whether the input is 23017  or 46OV respectively.

The circuits are trfmmed  so that the output voltage cannot be turned fully
off by the crossover voltage or an external field programing  signsl. The
minimum voltage will be 1 to 8 volts for groups 1 and 3 and 1 to 16 volts for
groups 2 and 4, when they are operated at their nominal input voltage.

Control  power for the sub-assembly is supplied through the finger connectione
at the bottom of the card. The power requirement is -

Positive 19.9 to 20.1 volts DC on +20 terminal with
respect to COM: (approx. 70 ma)
Negative 19.9 to 20.1 volts DC on -20 terminal with
respect to COM. (approx. 50 ma)

Frequency: 60 Hz ZA-ZB Jumper in
50 Hz ZA-ZB Jumper removed

Current range: For.GOl  and GO2 sub-assemblies, the
following jumper conbinations  should
be used. The current given is the
range that may be adjusted by the FM4X
potentiometer when below crossover and
with no external progrannning  input.

Jumper
Pin Connections

‘Npne
YB-YD

a YA-ys-
El-YB  64 YC-YD

YA-YC
YAeYC  64 YB-YD

FMAX Range
Amperes
.45 - .90
.68 - 1.36

1.33 - 2;65
2.05 - 4.11
3.75 - 7.5
6.52 - 13.0*



For group 3 and 4 sub-assemblies the ranges are -

Jumper FMAX Range (Amperes)

None .94 - 1.88
YB-Yrl 1 . 4 3 - 2 . 8 7
YA-YB 2 . 7 3 - 5,45

YA-YB & YA-YD 4 . 5 5 - 9 . 0 9
YA-YC 6 . 8 2 - 1 3 . 6

YA-YC & YB-YD 12.9 - 2 5 . 7 *

* Upper values beyond thermal rating in normal ambients.

When the jumpers are connected per the above tables, the desired field
current may be set with the FMAX potentiometer.
Crossover Voltage: For use as-a field supply with armature voltage causing
the field to weaken for operation in the constant horsepower region,.armature
voltage may be brought in on MP and MN where the coxnuon.mode  is rejected by
high impedance. Jumpers are provided to select two ranges as given below:

Connection Crossover Range
PW to PL and NW to NL 2 1 5 - 305 volts
PW to PH and NW to NH 4 3 0 - 6 1 0  volts

With the jumpers connected as given, the exact value of crossover may
be set by the CROSS potentiometer.

Crossover action may be modified by a signal on the COMP terminal. Its
normal use would be to make the crossover a function of CHMF-rather  than
terminal voltage. A signal proportional to current (IR drop) would be
applied to COMP. This signal should be with respect to COM. If COMP  is
net used, it should  be connected to COM. An alternative input for cross-
over control is the MFB terminal point. Its input must be referenced to
COM and the crossover range will be 4.40 to 6.25 volts.

When MFB is used, it may be nec'essary  to connect pin CFl to pin CF2 which
provides a filtering effect. When MP and MN are used there is a filter
already in the circuit,

Minimum field setting: The minimum field .may be set with the FMIN poten-
tiometer. It should be set with a crossover signal approximately 3% higher
than the value needed to initiate field weakening. This potentiometer is
inactive when external field programming is achieved by a signal applied
to FCI. FMIN should be set after PMAX  since the FMAX setting affects FMIN
but not vice-versa.

Field loss setting: The FLOSS potentiometer may be used to adjust the
field loss detector. (The field loss output is a voltage on the SYS
terminal.) Turning FLOSS fully counter-clockwise will disable the field
loss function. An output may still occur on SYS due to operation of the
tachometer monitor function.
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Tachome~ter  monitor adjustments: The operation of. the tachometer lponitor
may be adjusted by the SLIM and SCAL potentiometers. See the ,description
of the tachometer monitor function for their function.

Input and output points:

The following terminal board points are available on the 18 point terminal
board:

Point-.
1
2

i
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16 .
17
18. j

Nomenclature Function
(no connection)

MN Crossover input - see above
(no connection)

MP Crossover input - see above
(no connection)

COMI?
COM
ME73
FP2'
Fe1
-20
FCR
SFB
+20
SYS
Fc
FCM
FPl

Crossover input compensation - see above
Common for signal power
Alternate crossover input - see above
Connection to FP2 stab connector - see below
Current programming point - see below
Negative signal power input
Diagnostic programming point
Speed feedback input for tach  monitor
Positive signal power input
Trip signal output
Connection to,FC  stab connector - see below
Connection to FCM pin connector
Connection to FPl pin connector

Test Posts:

Four test posts are located below the potentiometers
Nomenclature Function

TA TACH ALIGN - see tachometer monitor
CM Signal proportional to field current
TF Tachometer monitor trip signal
COM COMMON

Pin connectors:

There are, a number of pin connectors on the printed circuit card, dome
are usqd.to  make-connections to the power circuitry while others are for
range selection, and operating mode modification.
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Pin
Nomenclature
K12; K27
lG,,  1C
PL ,PH,NL,NH

CFl, CF2

YA,YB,yC,YD
FE

2X, ZB

FP2
FC
FPl
FCM
CM
FCO
TAX,TI  ,TN,TC

P C

AC

TS

TA

SM

Function
Synchronizing input to firing circuit (from power)
Firing pulse output to SCR
Range adjustment for crossover inputs on MP & MN
(see above)

Connecting filter capacitor if MFB is used as
crossover voltage input (see above)
Current range adjustments (see above)
Modifies crossover range. Positive voltage
increases crossover, negative decreases crossover,
Could also be u.sed  as a field economy' input.
Negative 20 volts would reduce current to the
minimum field value.
Input frequency selection connected for 60 HZ,
open for 50 Hz
Connects a signal to terminal board point FP2
Connects a signal to terminal board point FC
Connects 'a signal t,o terminal board point FPl
Connects a signal to terminal board FCM
Signal proportional to field current

Signal proportional to field current
Used in selecting tach polarity for tachometer
monitor operation
Signal proportional to armature voltage or CEMF.
Used to compare with speed feedback signal on
SFB when a DC tach is .used
Absolnted  (negative) signal p'roportional to
armature voltage or CEMF. .Used  to compare with
speed feedback signal on SFB when an AC tach
is used.
Used to input a signal proportional to armature
voltage or CEMF  to compare with SFB for the tach
monitor function. Connected to pin DC or pin AC
Signal proportional to the scaled difference
between tach and armature voltage or CEMF.
Used to monitor the adjustment of the SCAL poten-
tiometer when adjusting the tach-monitor function
Modifies the overspeed adjustment range of the
SLIM potentiometer. Normally no connection made
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eration withCrossover  Signal

Signals to initiate crossover may be brought in on MP, MN, COMP, ME'B
as described previously. If MP and MN are used, range selection is made
by connecting wires PW and NW to pins PH, PL, NH, and NL as previously
described. Pins CFl and CF2 may be connected to filter the signal if
MFB is used. Pin FE could be used to introduce field economy or to
modify the crossover range. Current range is scaled using pins YA, YB, YC
and YD as previously described. Adjustment sequence is -

1)

2)

3)

Adjust FMAX potentiometer with no crossover signals (or operating below
crossover).
Adjust FMLN. A signal may be applied to FCR (negative) to weaken field.
(motor not running) Use only.about  3% more signal than required to
initiate field weakening. FMIN  should be set to allow field to weaken
sufficiently to achieve desired top speed._
Adjust field loss point. Use a positive voltage on FCR to reduce field
below value established by FMIN. Set at desired trip point. Turn FLOSS
clockwise and monitor SYS point. If SYS has a voltage on it when FLOSS
is fully counter-clockwise, check test post TF. If it has voltage on it,
the source-is a tachometer-monitor circuit trip signal. Test post TF
can be connected to4COM  temporarily to eliminate this source of SYS voltage.
Set FLOSS  and remove connection from TF to COM.

Operation with External Field Programming Signal

In this mode of operation, there should be no connections to MP, MN, COMP
and MPB. The taahometer-monitor function would not be usable in this mode.
The external programming signal is introduced at FCI. A reduction of one per
unit in field current requires approximately 8.7 volts. The adjustment
sequence is -
1) Adjust FMAX  with no input on FCI.
2) Apply FCI signal and adjust to get proper field current reduction.

The field loss function may be used in this mode. Adjust current
to trip point with signal on FCI. Turn FLOSS clockwise until SYS
voltage'goes high. '

Tachometer-Monitor Disabling

Where the tachometer-monitor is not to be used in the system, the proper
disabling connections are- connect pin TC to pin TI, No connections to
pins TAX, TN and TS.
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Tachometer-Monitor Operation

The tachometer%nonitor  causes  a voltage to appear on SYS under the follotting
conditions:
1) SFB input too high, Trip level adjusted by SLIM potentiometer,
2) Armature voltage or CEXF  too high in comparison with SFB signal.

Alignment is done by use of the SCAL potentiometer. This would
also be initiated by a loss of SFB signal.

3) If a DC tachometer-is used and TS is connected to DC, re.versing the
polarity of SFB without reversing the armature or CEMF  signal will
taupe  a.trip  signal.

With the system properly adjusted, the voltage on test post I!4 and for
terminal board point connected by connecting a wire to pin TA, should be
low when operating at steady state and below crossover0 Above crossover a
signal  could appear on TA without causing a trip. This is normal operation
since SFB will continue to increase while armature voltage does not increase.
The c2rcui.t  is designed to accept this lack of equality as a normal operating
mode.

l!f an& tach is used, the rectified output is used as an input to SFB. In
this case, TS is connected to AC which is a negative voltage proportional to
armature voltage or CEIMF. Other jumper connections are made depending on
the .polarity  of SFB.

SFB Polarity
+

Connect TAX to
TN
TI

If th6TAX to TN connection is used, TI may be connected to TC to fncrease
its gain.

For DC tachometer applications TS is connected to DC. Other connections
are mad& to agree with the relative polarities;

NP to MN
or MPB to SFB Connect

COM Polarity Polarity TAX to --
+ + TN
+ TI

+ TI
TN

External  Sczilirng  -resistors or adjustments  are provrdsd for the SFB rnput.
Set? the system  element-ry  bnd rnatructlons.



The adjustment of the SCAL potentiometer should be done with the drive
operating at a reasonably high voltage but below crossover0 A value of
75% is suggested. Monitor test post TA and adjust the SCAL potentiometer
for a voltage of between + .l and * .l volts.

The overspeed trip setting is made with the SLIM  potentiometer. The
procedure varies with different systems and the specific system instructions
or operating notes should be consulted.

Fault Indications

As previously described, the SYS point will have a voltage appear if the
tach-monitor function is the source or if a-field loss is being indicated.
In the power circuit there are two fuses. Failure of the right hand fuse
would reduce the current to zero. However, failure of either the left or
center fuse would not interrupt field current, but would reduce the maximum
available output voltage, This is detected by the circuit and a voltage
will appear on SYS.

Field Current Indication

Voltage proportional to field current appears on pins FCO and CM. The
voltage should be within 215% of the values given in the following table:

Jumper
Connections

None
YB-YD
YA-YB

YA-YB & YC-PD
YA-YC

YA-YC & Y&M)

FCO-CM Voltage/Field Current
(Volts/Amp)

GOl, Go2 603. GO4
10.0 4,79
6.6 3.14
3.39 1.65
2,19 .99
1.20 a66
.69 .35
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INStRUCTIONS

SIGNAL LEVEL DETECTOR
193X277ACG01,  GO2
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INSTRUCTION

SIGNAL LEVEL DETECTOR,
193X277ACG01, GO2

1.0 GENERAL

This instruction provides basic information regarding
the subject card. Refer to the system elementary
diagrams for information relating to the overall system
operation.

2.0 DESCRIPTION

(Test point and tab references are made with respect to
the GO1 card and channel A of the GO2 card only).

2.01 This card provides a relay operation and
indication when the input voltage exceeds a
preset positive and/or negative level.

2.02 Two card versions are available:

GOI:  one relay channel
G02: two identical relay channels

2.03 The input voltage level at tab 22 to produce a
relay pick-up can be adjusted by the “level adj.”
potentiometer for a voltage range of .lV to 1OV
measured at test post “TPl.”  The pick-up level is
fixed at 1OV  f.15V  measured at “TP2.”  The
input voltage at tab 22 should not exceed f4OV.

2.04 The card may be connected for pick-up at either a
positive input, a negative input or both:

Positive polarization: Standard
Negative polarization: Connect tab 19 to tab

2 4 .
Non-polarized: Connect tab 19 to tab 21.

2.05 The dropout level is approximately 90% of the
pick-up level. By connectmg  tab 20 to tab 31
(+2OV)  the dropout level can be adjusted with the
“hysteresis” potentiometer  for a dropout level
from 90% to 98% of the pick-up level.

2.06 The RC time constant of the input filter can be
reduced from 20 to 2 milliseconds by connecting
tab 23 to tab 22. Additional filtering can be
obtained by connecting a capacitor between tab
23 and common (tab 15).

CAUTION

TO AVOID RELAY CHATTERING IT IS ESSENTIAL
THAT THE PEAK-TO-PEAK RIPPLE VOLTAGE
MEASURED AT “TP2”  AT THE PICK-UP LEVEL IS
LESS THAN THE HYSTERESIS VOLTAGE.

:! 07  The pilot duty rating of the relay interlocks are
.3A holding and 1.5A  inrush at 115VAC.

3.0 ADJUSTMENTS

3 . 0 1 Apply the desired pick-up voltage level at tab 22.
Turn the “Level Adj.” pot CCW until the relay
picks up. Check reverse polarity for non-
polarized operation.

3.02 If less than the standard 10% hysteresis is
required turn the “hysteresis” pot CW  for
maximum hysteresis with tab 20 connected to
+2OV  (tab 31). Repeat step 3.01. Reduce the
input voltage at tab 22 to the desired dropout
level. Turn the “hysteresis” pot CCW until the
relay drops out. Increase input filtering to avoid
relay chattering if necessary.

4.0 TROUBLESHOOTlNG

4.01 Check for:

a) Proper input connections.
b) Proper polarity jumpers if required.
c) Proper adjustments as described above.
d) Sufficient filtering at TP2.

4.02 Check for actual operation of the relay
interlocks.

4.03 If card failures are experienced, check for:

a) Excessive voltage (above f40V) at tab 22.
b) Excessive relay interlock duty.
c)  Excessive voltage transients on relay

interlock wires. If an interlock is used in
another relay coil circuit, the coil should be
suppressed. Long wire runs to the relay
interlocks should be avoided.
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FUNCTIONAL BLQCK DIAGRAM
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193X277~CGOZ

HOLE TABULATION

ALL HOLES.040 DIA. EXCEPT
THE HOLES  TABULATED BELOW

W C . DIA. WAN.

A  - ,157  - 2

B  - .a32 - 5 2

c -.052 -16
D  -.OGI - 4

4
7P

I
F
iF

+ +pq+++ piq+ + $ +-+
2l-l l!!!!lw 1* +(R68Tl+

NOTES

1.  INDICATED TAG NUMBERS CORRESPOND T$,

MATCHING RECEPTACLE NUMBERS.

2. CROSS HATCHED TABS INMATES TAGS USED.

3.  CARD SIZE,  6.500~~~ X 5.130:$?$

4. ALL TRANSISTORS 6 OPAMPS  SHALL 6E MOUNTED TO A
.50 INCH MAXIHUY  A6OVE  THE CARD SURFACE
AS SHOWN BELOW.

TRANSISTOR 6 OP AMP
(SIDE VIEW)

-,;f,CHES  MAX.

&IRCUIT  SOAR0

TRANSISTOR LEA0  SKETCHES OP AMP LEAD SKETCH

(TOP  VIEW1 (TOP VIEW I
+.“i L++

..-.-
I-

+pii--I+ +I  ++’C654
1  I

EASEcouEcT0 a 82 ‘El 73 eEYrrrER 4 *
SKEZCN FOR SKETCH FOR

::2 01650, OA651,
OA652

..-.-
+lT&ia+ +B P +I 1

JR6541+ +lR682(+
+ pq + ,

TR+ + vlDG&+

-+ +B

+1+
i-

+ + + +
SLA

* + * +

+ + +
+I

YE
+

c ++A;;
‘, (R857J

G R O U P KEY LOCATIONS

GO2 b-31 ~24-25~12-13  16-7

I--
I

CARD DIAGRAM 193X277ACG02
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